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Chemistry and Physics, Part III, Elementary Biology, as well
as the Preliminary Science Examination for the Licence in
Dental Surgery will be held in Owens College, Manchester,
as well as in London. The examinations will commence on
Tuesdays, January 6tlh, March 31st, July 28th, and October 6th.
This ought to prove a considerable boon to provincial can-
didates for the Coonjoint diploma in the way of materially
lessening thip xpense.

CORRESPONDENCE,
THE AMBULANCE IN CIVIL LIFE.

SIR,-I am glad to see, by an article in the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL for December 6th, that the question of a more
efficient ambulance service for London is likely to be soon
seriously taken in hand. 'We owe much to Mr. Reginald
Harrison for bringing this important subject so ably before
the public. I quite feel the need for improvement in the
transport of persons injured or attacked with sudden illness
in the streetp. But a long experience as Chief Surgeon of the
Metropolitan Police has convinced me that we are in as great
need-if not greater-in many parts of London of places
where such patients can be received and properly treated.
Our hospitals are nearly all massed together-near the
London of my younger days. The immense mass of streets
which now fills up what was then the country to the east,
south, and north of old London-and even in a less degree to
the west-is nearly destitute of institutions, within reasonable
distaiiee, to which an ambulance could take a patient. I
repeatedly' called the attention of my official superiors to
this circumstance, but they were as powerless as I to
remedy the evil. Possibly, now that public attention is
awakened, a full inquiry will be made into both sides of the
subject, that is, the providing of receiving hospitals and of
ambulances.-I am, etc.,
Sussex Place, W,. Dec. gth. TIMOTHY HOLMES.

SIR,- The urgent need of a properly 'organized civil.ambu-
lance service for London is gradually being recognized, and,
the desirability of placing London on at least the same footing
as other large towns is obviously a matter of the first moment.
When the size of London is taken into consideration, it is no
exaggeration to say that there is no proper means of convey-
ing either to their, homes or to the hospitals those who have
met with accidents.

I had occasion recently to examine the horse ambulance
systems of both Liverpool and Manchester, and a short note
of how things are done in Liverpool may be of interest.
The ambulance system is under the control of the police.

Horsed ambulances are stationed nt four of the principal hos-
pitals, and in an outlying suburb (where, there is no hospital)
a fifth is kept at a police station. In all casei the police
supply' the ambulance wagon, the horses, and a 4criver, who
is apolice'constable. The hospitals.provide the necessary
coach-house and stabling. All cases are taken to the hospitals
of the district itt which they are found. There are four
methoda by which the police can summon an' ambulance
wagon,

x. By direct application either to the hospital or to the police and at
fire stations.

2, By the Pulblic (National) Telephone,aonumber of. private telephone
subscribers having given permission for police officers to use their tele-
phones in emergencies.

3. By a,complete private police -telephone system. There are instru-
ments at all the policeand fiXe stations whichare in.direct communication
night and dqy' with the central police office.

4. By an,eiborate system of sigdal boxes.
There axe in all 264 signal boxes distributed at.regular

intervals' in the busiest parts of the town. These boxes are
about 2 ft. by I ft. by 6 in., are of iron, and painted red.. They
'are affixed in prominent positions to valls, railings, etc., and
are arranged in circuits of about ten boxes each with a
distinct name. ..The signal boxris opened only by a key with
which eacb constable is provided. 'A limited number of keys
'is also supplied to the public. When the door of the signal
box is opened six levers and a small telephone instrument
are to be.seen:

The first is.-for an ordinary fire.
The 4ecopds fir a serious fire.
The tuird'is for a patrol wagon (used forcarrying a resisting prisoner).

The fourth is for a patrol wagon to bring extra police in the case of a
disturbance.
The flfth brings a small telephone into use.
The sixth is for the horse ambulance.
When a lever is pulled it automatically prints at the office,

by a system similar to the Wheatstone telegraph symbols, the
time, the number of the box, and the signal. Any of these
messages may be supplemented by using the telephone,
thereby giving more precise directions, where, for instance,
the ambulance wagon is to be sent.
When the signal for the ambulance is received at the central

police station the locality in which the accident has occurred
is noted, and the nearest hospital to the scene of the accident
is directly communicated with and the ambulance at once
dispatched. This is done through the police, not the
National Telephone. The public may of course use the
National Telephone and communicate directly with the hos-
pital, and in the ease of an accident order the ambulance
straight from the hospital.
The improper use of the keys by the public is prevented by

an ingenious arrangement whereby the key when once used
to open the door cannot be withdrawn without the master
key which is only in possession of the constables, and as each
key is numbered malicious use is at once detected.

Surely what has been found necessary for Liverpool is
required for London.-I am, etc.,
Porchester Terrace, W., Dec. 6th. ROBERT J. COLLIE.

CONTAMINATION OF PLAGUE VACCINE IN INDIA.
SIR,-A Reuter's telegram widely published in the daily

press, and reproduced in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOUR1AL of
December 6th, announces that nineteen deaths have occurred
in a village in the Punjab in consequence of the inoculation
of contaminated plague vaccine.
"The contamination," adds the author of the telegram,

"was due to changes suggested by the Plague Commis-
sion in the methods of preparation." The recommendations
of the Plague Commission in- connexion with Mr. H1affikne's
inoculations were as follows :1 (i) That a system of accurate
-standardization should be introduced; (2) that the vacline
should be inoculated with aseptic precautions; (3) that
" stringent precautions should be taken to ensure that all the
vaccine used is quite free from contamination, and that. the
volume of the necessary dose,'hould be made as small as
possible"; (4) that "under the safeguards and conditions
stated above inoculation should be encouraged wherever
possible." of
The change recommended in the method of preparation of

t-he vaccine thus resolves itself into a recommendation that
precautions should be taken to eliminate from the vaccine
contaminating micro-organisms. With regard to these Mr.
Haffkine had felt himself justified in asserting that they were
,harmless.2

Incorporated, as is shown above in the third recommenda-
tion of the Commission, is a suggestion that the volume of
the dose should be as far as possible reduced. This sugges-
'tion was elaborated in another part of the report (P. 194) by
pointing out -that the risk of contamination would be .mimi-
mized by removing by decantation the " supernatant fluid"
which in some cases brought up the volume of the dbse to as
much as 20 c.cm. Inasmuch as this particular' recomnnerLda-
tion, which could have been easily carried out aseptically, has,
as I understand, never been adopted, the author of the Reuter
telegram would appear to have fallen into error in suggesting
that the door had been opened to the asserted fatal contami-
nation of the vaccine by changes in the mode of preparation
suggested by the Plague Commission.-I am, etc.,
Netley, Dec. 8th. A. E. WRIGHT.

i Report *,f the 1ndci(n Plague UomnltMesit p. 268.
Report of the radian Ptnotse Commi8sfon, p. Ixo. and Appendix, lxxxiii, vol,

i.,, Proceedinigs of thie India .Plagutc Commision.

CREMATION AND DEATERCERTIFICATION.
SIR,-I notice in the address on The Coroner and his Rela-

tions with the Medical Practitioner and Death Certification,
that Mr. Wynn Westcott says "the Cremation Society has
made a definite rule that no body shall be cremated until
after a thorough post-mortem examination, and the receipt of
;a certificate thatthe death:has been a natural one, or that an
inauest has been held,." May I be pprmitted, therefore, to


